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,4 Claims.‘ (Cl. 128-268) 
This invention relates to surgical bandages. 
The general object of the invention is to pro 

vide a bandage easy to apply, easy to ?x in po 
sition, economical as to both cost and quantity 

5 required to be used and capable of being re 
moved with ease and without painingthe band 
aged person. 
Heretofore strips of elastic raw rubber have 

been suggested for use in bandaging perhaps be 
10 cause of their capability of adhering surface to 

surface without adhering to the skin of the user. 
Objects of my invention are to provide in a sur 
gical bandage not only the quality of adhering 
surface to surface without being capable of ad 

15 hering to the skin of the wearer but also the 
quality of substantial inelasticity whereby the 
bandaged part may be held ?rmly without the 
necessity of being subjected to undesired con 
stant compression from elasticity; also the qual 

20 ity of partial porosity; and also the quality of 
cost economy. 
In carrying out the objects of my invention I 

use a base fabric strip of open mesh textile hav 
ing interstices between the meshes of substantial 

25 size. This textile fabric strip may preferably be 
Woven cotton or linen gauze bandaging. It is 
my desire that this strip be rendered commer 
cially permanently capable of adhering to itself, 
layer upon layer, without the ability to adhere 

30 to the skin or‘ the hair of the user and without 
closing the interstices so that the greatly de 
sired ventilation be maintained in the ?nished 
bandage when in use. In carrying out this ob 
ject more is required than the application of a 

35 coating of cement. Practically all cements either 
on account of their viscosity either ?ow into and 
?ll the interstices of the strip and, or shortly 
change so as to lose their quality of cohesion. 
At ?rst I was of the impression that a coating 

40 of latex upon the textile fabric strip would im 
part to it in combination the qualities of my 
present invention. I discovered that latex in 
the form of a thin coating, even when protected 
on one side by a sheet of metal, in a few days 

45 lost its quality of tackiness or ability to adhere 
surface to surface. This deterioration as to this 
quality was present in a larger degree when latex 
alone was used as a coating for the threads of a 
textile fabric strip. , 
In ‘carrying out my invention I not only em 

ploy the strength and flat lying quality of a tex 
tile fabric strip but I employ a subcoating of ?x 
ing‘ gum-like material which closely adheres to 
the threads of the textile fabric strip and which 

55 in addition has the quality of ?xing the quality 

of tackiness for a super-imposed coating of un 
vulcanied latex. This ?xing subcoating may 
take any one of several forms. I have discovered 
that a subcoating formed by two thin sheets of 
vulcanized latex pressure rolled into place is 5 
suitable. I have also found that a coating of 
vulcanized latex in emulsion or solution from 
which the‘ solvent has been removed after the 
coating has been applied is also suitable. I have 
also. found that the subcoating may take the 10 
form of an applied coating of a volatile solvent 
solution of synthetic resin such as either an ace 
tone or carbon tetrachloride solution of phenol 
resin. ‘ 

The above and further objects of my invention 15 
are pointed out in the accompanying claims, 
which are directed to illustrative embodiments of 
the invention described in the speci?cation and 
shown in the accompanying drawings solely for 
the purpose of illustration and not limitation. 20 
In the drawings, Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic per 

spective of a roll of my bandage; Fig. 2 is a view 
of a ?nger to which my bandage has been ap 
plied; Fig. 3 is a ?nger illustrating the use of my 
bandage to render useful the use of an elastic 25 
rubber intermediate portion; Fig. 4 is a dia 
grammatic plan view, drawn to an ‘enlarged scale, 
of a fractional portion ofgmy bandage; Fig. 5 
is a cross-section drawn to the same scale as 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 is ‘a greatly enlarged cross- 30 
section showing the relation of ’L1e coatings to 
the threads of my fabric base. 
Interwoven crossing threads i and 2 have an 

open mesh leaving interstices 3 of a substantial 
size are preferably employed in the form of 35 
strips, either the desired width of the ?nished 
bandage in the ?rst instance or of a wider width 
capable of being cut into narrower strips. 

I ?rst apply a subcoating 4 of a ?xing gum 
like substance which adheres ?rmly to the 40' 
threads I and 2. This subcoating must have at 
least two qualities. Besides that‘of adhering to 
the threads I and 2, it must have the quality 
of substantial non-viscosity so as to stay on the 
threads and not spread and bridge across the 45 
interstices 3; and it must have the quality of 
preserving or ?xing substantially permanently 
stickiness or tackiness for a super-imposed coat 
ing 5 of unvulcanized latex. I 
, I have-found at leastthree suitable embodi- 50 
ments for the subcoating 4- having this ?xing ‘ 
capability or quality. It may comprise a coating 
of - vulcanized latex such as that described in 
United States Letters Patent No. 1,682,857, grant 
ed Sept. 4, 1928, to Philip Schidrowitz. This 55‘ 



coating maybe applied by immersing the textile 
fabric strip in the emulsion or solution of the 
vulcanized latex and then drying out the solvent. 
I have‘ also found that two thin sheets of vul 
canized latex, one applied to one side and one 
to the other side of the textile fabric strip may 
be doubled to the textile fabric strip A by pas 
sage through compression rolls the surfaces of 

‘ which are preferably resilient as by being covered 
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with a thick vulcanized rubber layer. By this 
expedient the subcoating l is eliminated from 
the interstices 3 and squeezed ?rmly into and 
onto the threads. I and 2 solely, the interstices 
.being left open. I have also found that I may_ 
employ for this subcoating 4 a solution in some 
volatile solvent, such as acetone _or carbon tetra-' 
chloride, of phenol resin. This phenol resin sub 
coating may be applied by immersion and the 
elimination of the solvent by evaporation. 
Any of the above associations used to give long 

life to the exposed or' outer unvulcanized latex 
properly may be termed an age resisting agent. 

In connection with all three forms which I 
have described for this subcoating 4 it should 
be noted that they are each either substantially" 
white or substantially colorless or only. faintly col 
ored so that I may actually either tint this sub 
coating with suitable dye or coloring matter the 
desired ?esh color and/or similarly tint the white 
textile fabric strip the same desired ?esh color 
without having this ?esh color masked by a non 
alterable color such as black or dark brown which 
is a concomitant of most adhesive coatings. 

After the application of my ?xing subcoating 
I super-impose a super or ?nishing coating of 
unvulcanized latex causing it to adhere ?rmly to 
the subcoating 4. This may be done by immer 
sion in latex emulsion and drying or by doubling 
by rolls similar to those previously described of 
two thin sheets of unvulcanized latex. In apply 
ing this outer coating 5 the meshes 3 are left 
open so as to impart or preserve the ventilating 
qualities for the ?nished strip A which is shown 
in a roll E in Fig. 1, 'it being understood that 
the end of the roll F is exaggerated in that the 
strip rolls surface to surface without spacing and 
not spaced as shown. 
In the use of my bandage any suitable absorb 

ent material such as a strip of gauze may ?rst 
be appliedvto the injured part such as ?nger 6; 
then a few turns of my special bandage holds 
the absorbent material in place and the ?nal laps 
‘I and 8 adhering together, the under side of 1 
to the outer side of lap 8 terminates the band 
aging and automatically holds the bandage in 
position. _ 
In Fig. 3 the elastic rubber piece of bandage B 

is applied tothe ?nger 6 and its tendency to roll 
up is eliminated by applying the edge anchorages 
C andD of- my inextensible non-rolling bandage 
which imparts su?icient rigidity to the end por 
tions of the elastic rubber B to hold it in place 
despitethe bending of the ?nger knuckle. 

If'desired, I may tint my ?nal coating of unvul 
canized latex any desired color such as ?esh color 
orv I may rely on the showing through this thin 

' latex the color of the subcoating and of the 
underlying color of the textile strip. It is to be 
understood that I may sterilize or medicate in 
any. approved, manner either my ?nished bandage 
or the various portions, textile strip, subcoating 
and supercoating, as the fabricationprogresses. 

aosasao 
What I claim and desire by United States Let 

ters Patent is:— ~ 
l.-A surgical bandage characterized by the 

fact that both sides of it are closely adherent 
one to another and are both free from the 
capability of adhering to the skin of the wearer 
and comprising an open mesh textile fabric base 
and a thin closely adhering coating of unvul 
canized latex leaving most of the interstices of 
said open mesh textile fabric mesh openv for 
purposes of ventilation when the bandage is in 
use; an underlayer of an age resisting agent 
rendering said coating of latex long enduring as 
to the quality of tackiness with the capability 
of causing said bandage to adhere surface to 
surface as to the bandage itself but without the 
capability of adhering to the skin and hair of 
the user. 

2. A surgical bandage characterized by the 
fact that both sides of it are closely adherent 
one to another and are both free from the 

- capability of adhering to the skin of the wearer 
and comprising an open mesh textile fabric base 
having interstices of substantial size, a subcoat 
ing on both sides of said textile fabric base of 
a ?xing gum-like substance having the quality 
of imparting to latex long enduring cohesion, 
leaving most of said interstices open and serving 
as a ?xing medium for unvulcanized latex; and 
an outer coating of tacky unvulcanized latex 
closely adhering to said subcoating of ?xing 
gum-like substance, also leaving said interstices 
of said textile fabric base open and ?xed sub 
stantially permanently by said subcoating in po 
sition and in the quality of adhering to itself 
without adhering to the skin and the hair of the 
user. 

3. A surgical bandage characterized by the 
fact that both sides of it are closely adherent 
one to another- and are both free from the 
capability of adhering to the skin of the wearer 
and comprising an open mesh textile fabric base 
having interstices of substantial size, a subcoat 
ing on both sides of said textile fabric base of 
vulcanized latex, leaving most of said interstices 
open and serving as a ?xing medium for unvul 
canized latex; ‘and an outer coating of tacky un 
vulcanized latex closely adhering to said sub 
coating ofv vulcanized ‘latex, also leaving said 
interstices of said textile fabric base open and 
?xed substantially permanently by said sub 
coating in position and. in the 1quality of adher 
ing to itself without adhering‘to the skin and 
the hair of the user. i 

4. A cohesive surgical‘ bandage comprising an 
open mesh textile fabric base having‘an incor 
porated)’ substantially waterproof coating, at 
least the‘> outer surface portion of which water 
proof coating consists of unvulcanized latex; an 
age resisting agent included in said waterproof 
coating‘ for maintaining tackiness for said un 
vulcanized latex;v which coating leaves most of 
the interstices of said open mesh textile fabric 
open for purposes of ventilation; and said band 
age being characterized by the fact that both 
sides of said bandage are closely adherent one 
to another and are both freefrom' the capability 
of adhering to the skin of the wearer and by 
the further fact that the capability of adhering 
to itself of said bandage is an enduring quality. 
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